
Moral Hazard within Economic Monetary Union 

Weak Countries 

First Case: structural reforms and government spending allocation 
 
Introduction of the Euro determined a remarkable saving in terms of interest expense for 
weak countries of the EMU, thanks to the convergence of the government bonds spreads. 
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Moral Hazard: any situation in which one person makes the decision about how much risk to 
take, while someone else bears the cost if things go badly (Krugman) 



Second Case: budget process transparency and fiscal gimmicks 

• The benefit has not been 
utilized for productive 
government spending.  

 
• Public Debt reduction 

programs were postponed. 
 
 

Italy Public Debt/GDP 

1994 120% 

2000 121% 

2006 117% 

2008 114% 

• Lack of appropriate fiscal surveillance determines conditions under which some 
member countries could be tempted to adopt non transparent fiscal policies. 
 

• Alt, Lassen and Wehner (2011) show that, within economic unions, the transparency 
of the budget process affects the use of fiscal gimmicks and creative accounting. 

Source: MEF (2014) 
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Public spending on education as a long-term 
investment to increase potential growth 
Interest Expense ⇓, Spending on Education = 



Low transparency 
 
Imposition of fiscal 
constraints 

Electoral cycle 
 
Negative shocks 

 incentive to “beautify” 
national accounts 

Low transparency and imposition of fiscal constraints, combined with political 
pressure from electoral cycle or negative shocks of the economy cycle reinforce the 
incentive to use fiscal gimmicks. The lower the transparency, the greater the incentive. 

Greek case in 2009: 3% deficit was subsequently revised to 15% 

Budget constraints within economic unions - if not accompanied by fiscal discipline - 
don’t generate by themselves a compliance with fiscal rules.  



Strong Countries 

Flight to safety effect 

In crisis times, investors' choices are more oriented towards safe investments, lowering 
the relative returns of such assets. 
 
Dany ,Gropp , Littke and von Schweinitz (Halle Institute) show that from October 2014 to 
July 2015 bad news about the possibility of a resolution of the Greek debt crisis 
determined the lowering of yields on German government bonds.  
 
• Increased uncertainty within the euro zone shifts portfolios towards investments 

considered safer (German bonds) while good news about the sustainability of the 
Greek debt has the opposite effect.  

• Good news for Greece is bad news for Germany and vice versa. 

Through different approaches, the study simulates the yields on German government 
bonds, assuming the absence of the crisis of European sovereign debt, comparing the 
results with actual yields. Period: from 2010 to 2015. 

Econometrical Application 



Two approaches to calculate the counterfactual yields 
 
I. Average German bond yield between 2000 and 2007 assuming that all deviations can 

be attributed to the crisis.  
II. Using Taylor rule. 

Dynamic forecast of estimated and actual policy rates  Difference of simulated policy rules and Euribor 

• The forecast results show that actual yields are always below counterfactual yields. 
• The results are obtained using the maturity of bonds in order to distribute interest gains 

for bonds issued between 2010 and 2015 over the years following the issuance until 
2015 



Results (2010/2015)  

Overall interest payments 
savings  for Germany are 
around 100 billion euros.  

Very different approaches 
generate similar results. 

A possible point of view: the external factors role 
 
• In the last 15 years emerging markets represented a new opportunity to expand 

trade exports. 
 
• For instance, China’s remarkable growth contribute to diminish the importance of 

European market for German exports. From 2000 to 2015 German exports to China 
record +800%. 

  
• New commercial opportunities outside Europe are likely to have weakened the 

incentive for Germany to ponder the negative effect of European sovereign debt 
crisis.  



Debt burden, interest expenses and debt sustainability 

dt = debt, as ratio of GDP 
rt = real interest rate 
gt = real GDP growth rate 
bt = primary balance, as ratio of GDP 
 if b > 0: deficit 
 if b < 0: surplus 

To be sustainable, dt has to be constant. 
• if g > r  ⇒  b can be positive (deficit)  
• if g < r  ⇒  b needs to be adequately negative (surplus) 

Dynamic: 

• If low (or negative) growth persists, it is necessary a budget surplus.  
• Budget surplus: reducing public expenditure or increasing taxation.  
• Effect: reducing aggregate demand, reducing growth. 
⇒  Budget surplus can be not sufficient 
⇒  If growth ⇓, government debt ⇑, credit risk ⇑, real rate ⇑ 



Relationship between debt/GDP and expense/GDP 
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Source: Eurostat  
Year: 2014 



Building an indicator of the decoupling between strong and week countries  

In times of crisis, we observe a dualism between strong and week countries. 
 
A. Strong countries: low debt, can use the deficit spending to support the growth. 

 
B. Week countries: high debt, they need to reduce the deficit in order to restore 

credibility 
 
Countries A can smooth/avoid the crisis, countries B experience a deeper crisis. 
 

To measure this effect, we observe the 10 year yield on government bonds of two 
countries.  Strong: Germany vs Week: Italy 
 
10years yield bond = proxy of investor confidence  
high confidence, high bond prices, low rates, low risk;  
low confidence, low prices, high rates, high risk 
 
Two countries of integrated economies within the same monetary union, should 
record a similar trend in government yields. 
The decoupling effect is observable when the bond yields pattern diverts. 



Decoupling between strong and week countries  

If the daily movement is in the same direction = zero. 
If the daily movement diverts = the difference is the blue histogram.  
It means: bad news for one is good news for the other. 
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Difference between German and Italian government bond yield when diverting 

At the beginning of EMU, yields were used to move in the same direction.  



Monetary policy: a limited medicine 

The red line shows the 
MRO rate: despite 
strong interest rate cuts, 
yield differences remain 
high. 

The green line shows the 
M3: only thanks to non 
conventional monetary 
policy operations, the 
diversion has been 
reduced.  



European debt imbalances and vicious circles 

Credit and liquidity risks still affect Euro Zone countries. 
This risk can impact also the banking system:  
 
• Fall in the market value of government bonds. 
• Increased volatility and consequently higher risk related to government bonds. 
• Necessity to maintain adequate capital requirements. 
• Fund-raising difficulties. 
• Credit crunch, depressed economy. 

Conclusions 

European integration process is not yet completed 
• different domestic policy strategies 
• a remarkable difference in macroeconomic fundamentals  
• a moral hazard phenomenon  

A possible solution: 

Risk limiting regulation that increases transparency and promote a greater 
coordination of fiscal policies: the creation of a European public debt  



The European Public debt 

Rewards 
• ECB guarantees the public debts of EMU member countries.  
• Creation of the European Federal Budget. 
• Possibility for struggling member countries to have access to the Federal 

Budget, under some conditions. 
 
 
Fiscal Surveillance and Penalties 

• Government budget ceilings. 
• Maastricht criteria still valid. 
• Application of a spread (penalty rate spread payable to ECB) on the issues 

of additional debt. 
• Utilization of the federal budget subject to strict conditions (economic 

downturn, external factors, structural reforms). 
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